Excellence in Education Under the Gospel
Good morning,
Happy Mother’s Day to our fantastic mom’s! During these uncertain times, our
moms are working so hard in even more ways; and keeping smiles on their
faces while doing it. Thank you for all the work and support that you give your
child(ren). They are learning so much from all you do. Continue to
demonstrate your unconditional strength, love and support for your
family. You are wonderful!
I saw this the other day and smiled... then cried :)
MOM- noun
One who does the work of twenty - FREE
Have a wonderful Mother’s Day!

I keep hoping that I will receive information that I can pass on to you to answer
the many of the questions you have. I think I should have the info later today
or first thing in the morning, but the answers are all still coming. The remote
learning remains in place and will likely continue for the rest of the year. We
are in the middle of planning events like our kindergarten grad and our grade 8
graduation ceremony. They will certainly look much different than other years,
but we are hoping to make them as special as we can. We can guarantee that

they will be unique! As details develop and can be confirmed we will
share. The challenge, as I am sure you are aware, is that the Public Health
orders can change quickly and we do not know when orders will be lifted, etc. I
can say that we think we have some unique and fun plans!
On a happy note, Mr. Badiuk (Mr. B) has a healthy baby girl. Brynley Charlotte
Rose Badiuk was born on Thursday, May 7 at 11:50 am. She was 7.12 lbs and 21
1/4 inches long. Mom and baby (and dad) are doing well. Congrats Mr. B!!
Have a wonderful weekend and please continue to keep all of our BSLS families
in your prayers.
Jenn McCrea
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